Leaders In Transformational Education

LITE Coach – Provide Opportunity Youth with skills and knowledge to overcome challenges and disparities to reach their potential.

Be a change agent for 16 – 24 years old youth through LITE workforce and Life plan programming. Develop a youth council that represents their voice in the improvement of resources and opportunities.

About Leaders In Transformational Education (LITE):
LITE leaders have worked with Opportunity Youth and families for over 50 years collectively. Our community-based organization was established 6 years ago serving Aurora IL and the Proviso township, Austin communities. Our programming foundation stems from a positive youth development philosophy building on assets and strengths. LITE programming focuses on building skills and resources for youth to find their pathway to success.

LITE Coach:
We are looking for candidates that have experience engaging young adults and building trusting relationships. Candidates will have experience with prevention programming and facilitating interactive youth groups and individual sessions. LITE coaches work closely with community partners to ensure youth are wrapped with resources to achieve their goals.

Locations:
Downtown Aurora and Proviso Township Illinois